where of course Pl3 P2, &c., are functions of x only.
If now we remove the coefficient of ^ by changing y to ye~iVldx the equation, wanting the second term, may be written, dny n.n-l . j j d^y ,
dxn W f^^d x " -^ |8
+ M -U -2 * -i ( I+ 3 H , )^+ . . . = 0 . . . (2) where we have dV H = P 0-P , s-? f i dx G = 2 P 13 -3 P IP2+ P 3-g ! ! = -e P^+^P^P a -iPjPa-3PS S+ P 4-* Since th e publication of th e ab stract of this paper th e Rev. R . H arley has m entioned to me th a t the first class of functions treated of here have been already in v estig ated by S ir J ames Cockle; having consulted the memoirs I was referred to by Mr. H arley, I th in k little sim ilarity will be found between Sir J ames Cockle's results and m ine.-J. C. M.
MDCCCLXXXII.

D
sense Now H, G, I and the remaining coefficients of equation (2) In a similar manner we find -6Q,"+ 12Q18QS-4QjQ3-3Q»'+ Q t -^= I dm?
The theorem proved in these cases may be easily shown to be generally true, as follows If from equation (3) we remove the second term by the substitution of ye~hdx for y it is evident the result must be identical with (2); but the coefficients of the resulting equation are the same functions of Q1} Qa, Qa, &c., as the coefficients of (2) are of P 1? P2, P3, &c., hence the theorem is proved.
I proceed now to some particular applications of the general theorem.
The quadratic.
Here we have the invariant H or + 2P1 X + P^= 0
Let us now seek the condition that the two solutions of the equation .and y=zy% should be connected by the relation y1= y 2ccJ which relation, since it depends only on the ratios of yx and y2, must be expressible in terms of the invariant H. If in the equation we change y to yy2 the solutions of the resulting equation will be yz= 1 and y -x \ hence if the equation iŝ +2Qi& +Qs2/-°w e have Q2= 0 , Qx= 0 remembering now that the required condition is H = 0
To solve the equation in this case we have Hence y3= e "lPlC te and the complete solution is y -e~\Vldx{ Acc+B} where A and B are arbitrary constants.
We may remark also, as is at once obvious, that the condition H = 0 is the eliminant of the equations g + 2 P 1| + P22/=°a nd * + p iy= o If we seek the mere general condition that the solutions should be connected by the relation y \-y%f(x), where f(x ) is some given function of transforming as before by the substitution of yy2 for y the resulting equation Let us now consider the two equations g + 2 P 1| + P 22, = 0 d% y oT1 dy dx2 + 2Ri A +B *y -0 and and let us seek the condition that the two solutions of the first equation, y l and y2, should be connected with the two solutions of the second, yz and y4, by the relation
Let f( x ) be the common value of these fractions, then referring to equation (4) we have at once the required condition, viz.:
. p / -^= E 2-dx z T> 2_*^1 dx I t may be remarked that if H does not equal 0 but a constant, say k, the complete solution of the equation
The cubic. 
This condition, as is seen, is the eliminant of the equations S + 3 P t o + 3 P 2 2 + P s 2 ,_ °a nd g + 2 P 1| + P^ = 0
To solve the equation when condition (6) is true. First consider the equation witl the second term removed, and we have to find y2 the equations g + S H j + O , -.
S + % -
of which equations y2 must be a common solution, as follows at once from the con ditions Q3= 0 , Q2= 0 . Thence we easily find y2= x/H e-4!â nd therefore
y^-x s /
These values of y^ and y2 are to be multiplied by e~\Fielj: to get the corresponding solutions of the cubic when the second term is not removed.
To get the third solution we have^_ 
.
. . (8)
To solve the equation in this case we have thence ys must be the solution of the equation from which we have
and therefore the complete solution of the cubic is
I f we make <£(as): lK») and then eliminate ^(cc) between equations (7) and (8) we should evidently obtain the condition necessary that the relation should exist. I have, however, obtained the condition in a much more simple manner, and found it to be dH 2G-3-= 0 dx which result I give further on in the present paper.
Let us now consider the more general problem; to determine the relation between the coefficients of the cubic in order that two solutions should be connected by the relation y \= y%f{x) where f ( x ) is a given function of x.
As before, change y to y2y, and the equation and the problem is to eliminate Qx and Qa from these equations.
If we substitute in (10) and (11) the value of Q3 found from (9), we find they can be written in the forms where we have Substituting this value of It in S and reducing we find for the required condition (13) is derived from (6) by changing H and G to S and T respectively. I f we regard f(x ) as unknown, equal u say, equation (12) To solve the cubic when condition (13) holds. From equations (9) and 12 we find at once Qx and Q2 in terms of x, let their values be respectively and i//( then
we have therefore To determine y3, let y3= y 2x(£c) an(^ we ^ave to determine x X///-h 3 QiX" + 3Q,zX = b ut also / '" + 3 Q 1/ " + 3 Q 2/ = 0 from which we easily find
and the complete solution of the cubic is in the case we are considering.
| y /| '^ e^^d x^d x
remembering that an arbitrary constant is implied in each integration.
The quartic.
Consider now the equation of the foutth order g + 4 P 1g + 6 P 2g + 4 P 3| + P 4y= 0 we have three invariants H, G, and I, and the equation with its second term removed becomes S +6HS +4G!+<i+3 h%=°I f we seek the condition that two solutions of the equation should be connected by the relation transforming the equation by changing y to yy%, the result must be of the form In addition to the class of invariants of Linear Differential Equations which I have discussed in the first part of this paper, there is also another class worth noticing, namely, functions of the coefficients of the equation which remain unaltered when the independent variable is changed. I propose now to consider these functions. from which it is evident that dPc, + 4 P 1P2
remains the same when the independent variable is changed. I shall denote this invariant by the letter J ; and I now propose to give some examples of its use.
Let us seek to determine what relation among the coefficients of the equation expresses the condition that the two solutions of equation (14) and y2 should be connected by the equation 2/1y2= l.
Transform the independent variable so that e* shall be a solution of the new equation, then e~( must also be a solution. As another example let us suppose y1 and connected by any relation ; for con venience take y2= /(logyi) and let us seek to determine how the coefficients of the equation are related, and also its solution.
Transforming to determine the condition between P 2 and P 2 we have Q3f "
substituting F *{J\/P ~% dx}for t in the left-hand side of this equation we g required result.
I t is to be remarked that J \ / P %dx is an invariant, since if the substitution removes the second term from the equation we have j y / P2d x= f udt where u has the same meaning as before. I3, however, is not a distinct invariant, since it is evident from the method of forming it that it can be expressed in terms of I : and I2.
I t is to be remarked that if I is any invariant of the cubic, of the kind we are considering, then 1 and Po*Icfcc P3* dx are also invariants of the same kind, as follows at once from the relation P 3<£'3=t7 or Pg Let us now seek the condition that two solutions of the cubic, ylt y2 should be connected by the relation y -y3 = 1. Transform the equation so that (f shall be a solution and let it become g '+ 3 Q 1f r + 3 Q^+ Q s3/ = o Hence the required result is the eliminant of the two cubic equations (17) and (18). I do not give here the expanded result thus obtained, as I have arrived at it in a more compact form, as follows :
Remove the second term, from the cubic we are considering, by change of the independent variable, and let the result be Suppose now that yiy2= l , and let be the linear equation of which the solutions are y x and y2) I t is evident then that the cubic may be written in the form -2 X {;^r+2 Qifr+Q : s 3f }=°S ince this equation is evidently satisfied by and y2i and we can determine X so that any other function of t shall satisfy it.
Comparing coefficients we find . . (19) which is the required result expressed in terms of the invariants u and v.
To write the result in terms of Ij and I2, we have I 1==-j-|' from which we get v* at s> and therefore
Hence letting S = J v* hldx, R = j l » 8elJIlP***r Condition (19) may be written in terms of the coefficients of the cubic without its second term being removed as follows :
16R3-24l2R2Ss--12l1RSl+ 15S2= 0
Having expressed Q2 and v as functions of x as above, the cubic may in this case be solved as follows :
We transform so that yl may become e\ and as before we have l+ 3 Q i -b3Q2 -bQ3= 0 w3_b3QjWi>2-} -3Q2w~(_Q3== 0 ^d -S Q^2 + 3 Q2ti + Q3= 0 from which we find Q1} Q2, Q3 three constants a, fi, y, say. Hence the required conditions are
and the solution is easily found to be More generally let us seek the conditions that y2 and y3 should be any given functions of yv W rite for convenience y2=<f>Qog y j , y3=xp(log y x) then transforming as before we have 1 -J -3Q J "h Q s ==0 + 3Q 2 <^/ + Q 3^=0
V'",+ 3 Q if ,+ 3 Q 3f + Q 3V'=o
Now from these equations we find
Hence from the relation JP3hfcc=fQ3hfo we find JP3*cfcc=F(£) where F is a known function, and the complete solution of the cubic is
To find the required conditions we have only to substitute F -1{JPg*cfcr} for t in the left-hand sides of equationŝ + 3 Q A t d^! + 2Q^-3Q2 = 1 '' ~ Q? = I * Qi, Q2, Q3 being found in terms of t from equations previously given. I proceed now to consider an invariant of the cubic which is particularly worth noticing.
Referring to the values of I2 and I3 given before, we find From these equations eliminating Qx, Q2 we get s7T + 2 P 1L -2 P 3= 0 or K = 0 as the required condition.
The relation y32= y 1y2 involving only the ratios of the solutions must be also expressible in terms of the invariants of the first kind considered in this paper, and in fact we find^+ 2 P 1L -2 P 3= 3^-2 G 
\ ax )
We see also that in this case the solution of the cubic is reduced to that of the quadratic is an invariant, which I shall call J 2. We easily find a third invariant from the equations 2 P , = '^ and w = P tQ'1, namely, 3 § + 8pA -1*4 * which may be called J 3. By aid of the invariants J l5 J 3, J 3 we can solve problems with respect to the quartic which are analogous to those already treated of in the case of the cubic.
As an example, let the solutions be related by the equations y\-y % = yz-yt hen transforming so that yx shall be e* we find J x= a constant, J 2= a constant, J 3= a constant; and in this case the complete solution is where y -' a J © 1*' + B ewJ ® icte -f Ce*^)*** h=mnp
